While much of the recent interest in the effects of random fields on Ising phase transitions has focussed on magnetic systems, some of the most important features of this problem -the new critical behaviour and the slow equilibration near and below the transition temperature -can also be studied experimentally in mixed Jahn-Teller (JT) compounds [I] . The structural phase transitions in these materials [2] are driven by a linear coupling between a lattice distortion and electronic energy levels of rare-earth or transition ions, giving rise in most cases to a ferrodistortive effective ion-ion interaction that is very well described by a pseudospin Ising Hamiltonian -CJijaqaf. In mixed crystals, the ionic size mismatch generates static random strain fields, one component of which has the right symmetry to couple to the electronic operators uf and give the additional random-field (RF) term -Chiof in the pseudospin Hamiltonian. Thus mixed J T compounds are the structural counterparts of a ferromagnet in a random magnetic field, and are potentially important since this magnetic system cannot be realized in practice, all magnetic experiments having been performed on diluted antiferromagnets in a uniform field. the critical behaviour of both mixed (x = 0.17) and pure (x = 0) samples of Dy (As,Vl-,) 04.
In these Dy compounds, the lattice distortion is from tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry corresponding to the soft acoustic shear mode with elastic constant 1/2 (Cl1 -e l 2 ) , Hence just above the distortion tem- Of the mixed J T systems studied so far, Dy (As,V1-,) 0 4 is probably the most interesting in the context of RF effects: the J T interactions in the parent compounds DyVO, and DyAsO, are of comparable magnitude [3] , the interactions are not diluted on sult from weak random fields due to a small amount of flux impurities; we note that TD in this sample is about 4 % lower than in our best samples studied by electric susceptibility measurements [3] . Nonetheless it is clear from figure 2 that y appears to be much larger in the mixed crystal Dy (As0.17V0.83) 04, with y = 1.73 f 0.07 fitting the data over nearly two orders of magnitude in reduced temperature. This RF exponent y = 1.73 is consistent with the value 1.75 expected if RF critical behaviour is correctly described by a dimensionality reduction of 1 [7] , with the value 1.75 f 0.02 observed in experiments on dilute antiferromagnets [8] , and with the value 2.0 f 0. 
